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Fig. 1. Multiview Regenerative Morphing.
The middle row shows an example of Multiview Regenerative Morphing from the source
(left) to the target (right). The top row shows multiview rendering when the blending
weight is 0.3. The bottom row shows multiview rendering with blending weight 0.7.

Abstract. This paper aims to address a new task of image morphing
under a multiview setting, which takes two sets of multiview images as the
input and generates intermediate renderings that not only exhibit smooth
transitions between the two input sets but also ensure visual consistency
across different views at any transition state. To achieve this goal, we
propose a novel approach called Multiview Regenerative Morphing that
formulates the morphing process as an optimization to solve for rigid
transformation and optimal-transport interpolation. Given the multiview
input images of the source and target scenes, we first learn a volumetric
representation that models the geometry and appearance for each scene
to enable the rendering of novel views. Then, the morphing between the
two scenes is obtained by solving optimal transport between the two
volumetric representations in Wasserstein metrics. Our approach does not
rely on user-specified correspondences or 2D/3D input meshes, and we do
not assume any predefined categories of the source and target scenes. The
proposed view-consistent interpolation scheme directly works on multiview
images to yield a novel and visually plausible effect of multiview free-form
morphing. Code: https://github.com/jimtsai23/MorphFlow
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Introduction

Image morphing is an appealing visual effect that transforms one image into
another with coherent intermediate results showing smooth transitions. It has wide
applications in visualization, special visual effect, and virtual reality. Conventional
morphing methods consist of three steps: i ) acquire user-specified landmark-based
or dense correspondences, ii ) warp each image into an intermediate layout based
on the aligned correspondences, and iii ) blend the two aligned images with the
respective weights. The need of user-specified correspondences is unfavorable
and sometimes even impossible when image contents are very dissimilar. On the
other hand, as observed in [47], simple warping functions may cause unnatural
appearances when characterizing complex deformations. Later approaches like
regenerative morphing [48], and more recently the GAN-based methods such
as [29,30], are able to relax the requirement of explicitly specified correspondences
and produce intriguing effects of image-to-image warping and interpolation.
In this work, we build upon the success of prior techniques and aim to solve
a more challenging task of image morphing to render multiview morphs between
two structurally unaligned and visually unrelated scenes, as shown in Fig. 1.
More precisely, the new task we seek to address can be described as follows:
Consider two sets of images, each taken from a scene of arbitrary categories
under various viewpoints. The goal of our task is to build a model that has the
capability of producing multiview morphs, such that, i ) at any chosen viewpoint,
it can generate a sequence of transitions as in standard image morphing, while
ii ) at any given transition moment, it can present multiview renderings of the
intermediate morphing scene. To achieve this goal, we propose to learn a model
comprising volumetric scene representations for rendering morphs. Each scene is
represented by a 4D volume, where each voxel contains RGB and alpha (opacity)
values. The representation is learned in a coarse-to-fine manner. First, we use a
coarse voxel grid to locate the probable occupancy of the scene, and then we use
a finer voxel grid to optimize for the details. Instead of using implicit functions or
any kind of neural network, we adopt an explicit differentiable volume rendering
scheme to reduce computation time.
Suppose that we have derived the aforementioned representations from the
multiview images of the source and target scenes. Now, to proceed with the
morphing task, we need to fuse the two representations into an intermediate one
that can be used to render novel views of the morphs for any given transition
moment. Without relying on predefined correspondences, we adopt an optimal
transport mechanism that models intermediate transitional representations as
interpolations of the original two representations. The interpolations resemble a
mixture of scaffolds of the two scenes for querying and blending the volumetric
representations. As free-form regenerative morphing may result in shattered
structures during transitions, we regularize the morphing process by enforcing
a rigid transformation to avoid generating fragmented morphs. With the interpolated representation and rigid transformation, our method can render a
sequence of coherent morphs of the two category-independent input scenes. The
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rendered morphs can be displayed from different viewpoints at different transition
moments.
We summarize the main ideas of this work as follows:
1. This paper presents an optimization-based method that tackles a new task
of multiview regenerative morphing as illustrated in Fig. 1. The proposed
method takes multiview images as the input; no 2D or 3D meshes are needed.
2. Our approach does not assume the categories of and the affinities between the
source and target images, nor does it require any predefined correspondences
between them.
3. Our approach adopts the mechanism of optimal transport to get an interpolated volume for rendering transitional multiview morphs. We also include a
rigid transformation in the morphing process to favor ‘structure-preserving’
morphs when possible.
4. Our method is efficient in learning and rendering. It can learn a morphing
renderer from scratch (directly from the input images) in 30 minutes. For
morphing and rendering, the learned renderer can generate one novel-view
morph per second.

2

Related Work

Image morphing. Image morphing aims at transforming a source image to a
target image smoothly and with natural-looking in-between results. Traditional
approaches [33, 56] use image warping and color interpolation with predefined
dense correspondence. In particular, [2] enforces the transition to be as rigid as
possible, and [47] considers camera viewpoint to prevent distortion. Patch-based
methods [10, 48] are later proposed to synthesize in-between images using source
and target patches under temporal coherence constraints. Recently, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) has shown impressive image generation results by
learning a projection from latent space to image space. Image morphing can then
be achieved by simple linear blending in the GAN latent space [1,19,44,58]. Simon
and Aberdam [50] further propose to solve the Wasserstein barycenter problem
constrained on GAN latent space to achieve smooth transitions and naturallooking in-between results. Optimal transport has also been used to produce
morphing between simple 2D geometries [4–6, 51]. However, the morphs lack
textures as in nature images. Our method is different from the above morphing
methods in that we generate 3D representations and render view-consistent
morphs in novel views. Perhaps the most similar to us are the multilevel free-form
deformation morphing techniques described in [56]. While they still depend on
3D primitives and human-labeled correspondence, our morphing technique is
fully automatic and unsupervised.
Volume renderer from multiview images. Reconstructing a volumetric
scene representation that supports novel-view synthesis from a set of images is a
long-standing task with steady progress [15, 17]. NeRF [41] has recently revolutionized this task by incorporating the coordinate-based multilayer perceptrons
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(MLP) to represent each spatial point’s color and volume density implicitly. The
MLP model is trained to minimize the photometric loss on the observed views
with differentiable volume rendering. Many follow-up works of NeRF are proposed
to achieve better qualities on background [63], surface [43], multi-resolution [3],
imperfect input poses [27, 36, 40], fewer input views [7, 53, 62], and dynamic
scene [20, 35, 39, 59]. Despite the high quality and flexibility, NeRF still has a
disadvantage of its lengthy training and rendering run-time. To improve rendering speed, many methods are proposed to convert the trained implicit MLP
representations to explicit voxel-grid or hybrid representations [21,23,55,61]. The
improvement on training run-time relies on cross-scene pre-training [7, 53, 62] or
external depth [11, 38]. Our morphing algorithm is agnostic to the underlying
scene representation reconstruction techniques. For ease of use, our representation explicitly models the scene with voxels, similar to DirectVoxGO [52]. We
reconstruct the source and target scene representations from their respective
image sets, and use the learned volumetric representations for morphing.
Shape interpolation. Given two (or more) shapes, shape interpolation aims
at generating their in-between shape specifying by a composition percentage,
which enables a smooth deformation from one shape to the other. Traditional
methods try to recover the shape space manifold [24,25,31,54], and then the shape
interpolation becomes a geodesic-path searching problem on the manifold. As
shape manifold recovering is challenging, some recent approaches [12, 13] directly
find the deformation field from source to target shapes but with isometric (zerodivergence, constant volume) assumption. NeuroMorph [14] uses neural networks
to predict the correspondences and the deformation field, which works well even
for non-isometric pairs. Generative neural networks have recently achieved good
results in 3D by building shape latent spaces and using deep decoders to map
latent codes to voxels [57], signed distance fields [28, 45], point clouds [9, 34, 49],
or meshes [8]; shape interpolation is then achieved by linearly blending the latent
codes of the two shapes. These shape-interpolation techniques typically take 3D
as input (e.g., mesh), and GAN-based methods further require large datasets,
while our method only needs two sets of images that capture the source and the
target shapes. Janati et al . and Solomon et al . have considered interpolations
between shapes as Wasserstein barycenters [26, 51]. However, their computations
do not include morph in appearances. To facilitate learning on more complicated
shapes, we take a different strategy and morph the scenes with the Wasserstein
flow [18]. We further regularize the flow with rigidity constraints, and use these
local and global dual flows to achieve multiview regenerative morphing.

3

Overview

Consider the images I S and I T collected from the source and target scenes with
camera poses ζ S and ζ T . Our method can generate morphed images between I S
and I T given arbitrary weights t and viewing angles θ, ϕ. The method has two
phases. In the first phase, we establish volumetric representations for each scene
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Fig. 2. An overview of our method. (a) The input multiview images of the source and
target scenes. (b) The volumetric representation of each scene comprises color and
opacity information. (c) A sequence of the morphed point sets with different blending
weights. They are interpolations between source and target scene in Wasserstein metrics.
(d) The volumetric representations generated by morphing. (e) Examples of multiview
morphing rendered at arbitrary viewing directions. It can be seen that the rendering
results are view-consistent—at any moment, the intermediate morph can be viewed as
an actual scene and does not exhibit any conflicts across views.

with the purpose of generating view-consistent morphs from unaligned images. The
representation comprises opacity and color. In the second phase, we use optimal
transport to generate morphs between the derived volumetric representations
from the first phase. The morphing process is controlled by rigid transformation
(RT) flow and optimal transport (OT) flow. RT flow preserves the impression
of the source scene during morphing, preventing shattered generation. OT flow
deforms the source scene into the target without the need of correspondences.
By applying the two flows, we obtain a morphed representation and render
view-consistent morphs in any views. Fig. 2 illustrates the pipeline of our method.
Formally, we use a volume V to model a scene by mapping a 3D position
x = (x, y, z) to its corresponding opacity α and color c = (r, g, b) as
  \label {eq:voxel_grid_rep} \cV : \mathbb {R}^{3} \rightarrow \mathbb {R}^{4}, \quad \cV (\bx )=\left (\cV _\alpha (\bx ),\cV _\bc (\bx )\right )\,, 

(1)

where Vα (x) retrieves the opacity α and Vc (x) yields the color c. Based on Eq. (1)
we build volumes V S and V T for representing the source and target scenes.
The opacity can be used to filter out negligible voxels. The balance between
granularity and efficiency is controlled by a threshold δα , i.e., voxel vi in Vα is
collected if αi > δα . The collection of points and opacity values serves as a shape
representation, which can be expressed as a weighted point set P = {(ωi , xi )}N
i=1 ,
PN
where ωi = αi / j αj , associating each point with a weight derived from the
opacity by normalization. In this way, we create a source shape S from the source
volume V S and a target shape T from the target volume V T , where both are
in the form of a weighted point set as described above. While we transform the
opacity volume into the source shape V S , for each point i in the source set, its
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color ci can be gathered from the color volume VcS . The point colors are preserved
for blending the final appearances.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 3. To visualize the different effects of the rigid transformation (RT) flow f and the
optimal transport (OT) flow g, we deliberately apply them one after the other. (a–d):
we apply only f , which aligns the source’s pose with the target’s without changing the
shape. (d–g): we apply only g, which deforms from aligned source shape to target shape.
In our method, the two flows are jointly applied during the entire morphing process.

To morph between the source shape S and the target shape T , we develop a
two-step algorithm using the 2–Wasserstein distance. In the first step, we seek
a rigid transformation Ψ̂ that minimizes the distance between the source and
target shapes in the Wasserstein space. We solve for Ψ̂ using gradient descent
on unbiased Sinkhorn divergence SD. A more detailed algorithm is described in
Sec. 5.1. The second step finds an interpolation between the rigidly transformed
source shape Ψ̂ (S) and the target shape T . We obtain the interpolation via a
gradient-guided step on SD [18, 22], which is interpreted as a displacement vector
from the source shape to the target shape. As a result, two flows are created,
namely, the RT flow f and the OT flow g, by comparing the transformation Ψ̂ (S)
to the source shape and the target shape to the transformed source. A morphed
shape can then be generated by
  \label {eq:flow} \cM _t \leftarrow \cS + \mathbf {f}(t) + \mathbf {g}(t) \,, 

(2)

where the flow parameter t ∈ [0, 1] controls the progression of f and g at each
transition moment t to create the expected morphs. Fig. 3 visualizes the effects
of the two flows.
We use the morphed shape Mt to query color volume of target VcT and
generate blended colors VcMt along with colors of
 source points. The morphed
shape is voxelized to form V Mt = VαMt , VcMt so that we can render viewconsistent morphing images using V Mt under arbitrary viewing directions.
In short, the proposed Multiview Regenerative Morphing provides an on-thefly morphing renderer trained on two different scenes without any correspondences.
The main idea is to extend image morphing from single-view to multiview and
generate view-consistent multiview morphs. We introduce an efficient learning
strategy in Sec. 4 to derive volume representations from multiview images. We
use optimal transport in 2–Wasserstein space to merge the volumes of the two
scenes. The algorithm for computing the morphs is detailed in Sec. 5.
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Volume Renderer

We lift the image morphing problem from single-view to multiview by learning
volumetric representations for the source and target scenes. The representation
contains shape and appearance, and is learned from multiview images and their
camera poses. Below, we briefly introduce how to reconstruct such a scene
representation from the calibrated input images and our design choices.
To obtain volumes as in Eq. (1), we adopt differentiable volume rendering to
optimize the opacity and color volumes for each scene. Given the image poses ζ S
and ζ T , we assume a pinhole camera and generate rays emitted from the camera
center, based on each pixel’s position. During rendering, points are sampled
along a ray and queried with the scene representation to produce a series of
colors and volume densities. The densities are converted into alpha values via
αi = 1 − exp(−σi δi ) for the follow-up alpha compositing to accumulate the point
queries into a single ray color:
  \label {eq:ray} \begin {aligned} \hat {C}(\mathbf {r}) = \sum _{i=1}^{N} T_{i}\alpha _i\mathbf {c}_{i} ~, \quad T_{i} = \prod _{j=1}^{i-1} (1-\alpha _j) \,, \end {aligned} 

(3)

where r is the camera ray on which the N discrete points are sampled, Ti is the
accumulated transmittance from ray emission to the current sample i, and δi is
the distance between adjacent samples. The scene representation is optimized by
minimizing the photometric mean squared error
  \mathcal {L}=\frac {1}{K} \sum _{m=1}^{K} \left \| \hat {C}(\mathbf {r}_m)-C(\mathbf {r}_m) \right \|_{2}^{2} ~, 

(4)

where K is the mini-batch size, Ĉ is the rendered color, and C is the observed
pixel color.
There are two common volumetric representations: i ) voxel grids, which
explicitly parameterize the 3D scene as grid values, and ii ) multilayer perceptrons
(MLP), which implicitly learn the mapping via MLP weights. We opt to use
the explicit voxel grid to model the scene for faster convergence and for the
convenience of latter usage in morphing. During training, we learn volumes of
opacity Vα (x) and color Vc (x) for each scene, while each sample on the rays
is trilinearly interpolated with neighboring voxels. We note, however, that the
trained implicit representations [21, 61] can easily be turned into volumetric
representations and used with our morphing algorithm.

5

Wasserstein Morphing Flow

With learned volumetric representations V S and V T , we develop a differentiable
morphing algorithm that welds two volumes into a morphed volume for rendering.
Since the source and target scenes are not constrained to be in one category and
may be very dissimilar, optimal transport is used to deform the source scene into
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the target. Specifically, we use Sinkhorn divergence (SD), a regularized optimal
transport objective that minimizes 2–Wassertein distance between two point sets.
The source and target shapes S and T are created as weighted point sets collected
from the volumes V S and V T . Note that our method assumes the two weighted
point sets to be positive discrete measures such that they can be compared in
Wasserstein metrics. Therefore, the weights of the point sets have been normalized
S
to make them discrete probability distributions, i.e., the weights {ωiS }N
i=1 and
PN S S
PN T
T
{ωjT }N
ωi = 1 and j ωjT = 1.
j=1 of the source and target shapes satisfy
i
More precisely, such a discrete measure can be expressed as a sum of weighted
PN S
PN T
Dirac mass, and we thus have S = i=1 ωiS ∆xSi and T = j=1 ωjT ∆xTj , where
∆ is the Dirac delta function that can be thought of as an indicator of occupancy
at a given point x.
Our aim now is to obtain a 3D morphing renderer, where at the core is
a morphed volumetric representation V Mt . We view the morphing process as
solving an optimal transport problem for moving mass from a source distribution
to a target distribution. To generate smooth transitions, we design a flow-based
morphing scheme, which comprises the rigid transformation (RT) flow and optimal
transport (OT) flow. The RT flow pushes the source scene toward the target
scene by applying rotation and translation. As the rigid transformation is global,
it can preserve the original appearance. On the other hand, the OT flow provides
smooth local deformations but may change the topology of the shape. In what
follows, we first describe how to compute the RT flow for globally registering the
two shapes, and then we detail the algorithm of OT flow, as well as the complete
scheme of dual-flow based morphing.
5.1

Rigid transformation flow

With the two shapes S and T expressed as two discrete measures that are derived
from the source and target volumes, we estimate the rigid transformation Ψ ∈
SE(3) by minimizing the Sinkhorn divergence SD [18] between the transformed
source measure and the target measure:
  \label {eq:rigid_transformation} \hat {\RT } = \argmin _{\RT } \; \Sinkhorn \left ( \RT (\cS ), \cT \right ) \,, 

(5)

where the transformed measure Ψ (S) is defined in the form of weighted sum of
Dirac mass by
  \RT (\cS ) = \sum _{i=1}^{N^\cS } \omega _i^\cS \, \Delta _{\RT (\mathbf {x}_i^\cS )} \,. 

(6)

The rigid transformation Ψ comprises rotation R and translation z. The initial
states R(0) = I3 and z(0) = 0 are updated by the gradients ∇R SD(Ψ (S), T ) and
∇z SD(Ψ (S), T ). Note that directly applying the gradient update to R may lead
to an unconstrained projection matrix, and therefore we replace the gradientupdated matrix with identity singular values via singular value decomposition
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(SVD). Specifically, we compute
  \left (\mathbf {R} -\nabla _{\mathbf {R}} \Sinkhorn (\RT (\cS ), \cT ) \right ) = \mathbf {U} \mathbf {\Sigma } \bV ^{\intercal } \,, 

(7)

and use UV⊺ as a surrogate for the new rotation matrix. Finally, we can solve
Eq. (5) for the estimated transformation Ψ̂ , and the transformation flow f
parameterized by the time step t ∈ [0, 1] is then given by
  \label {eq:transformation_flow} \mathbf {f}(t) = t \cdot (\hat {\RT }(\cS ) - \cS ) \,, 

(8)

which is used in Eq. (2) to provide the progression on the source shape S.
For brevity, the definition of Sinkhorn divergence SD and the derivation of the
gradients ∇R SD and ∇z SD are omitted here. More details can be found in the
supplementary material.
5.2

Optimal transport flow

The rigid transformation makes the two measures Ψ̂ (S) and T distribute in
similar loci in R3 . We can further find a smooth deformation between them using
optimal transport. In our method, the interpolation is achieved by adding the
gradient that minimizes the Sinkhorn divergence between the transformed shape
and the target. Given a time step t ∈ [0, 1] as a blending weight, the optimal
transport flow can be written as
  \mathbf {g}(t) = - t \cdot \nabla _{\mathbf {x}} \Sinkhorn (\hat {\RT }(\cS ), \cT ) \,, 

(9)

which facilitates on-the-fly rendering with a varying time step t. Instead of applying the two flows f and g sequentially, we advance the two flows simultaneously on
t ∈ [0, 1] as shown in Eq. (2), and get the morphed measure Mt as the morphed
shape. The disentanglement of the two flows in Wasserstein metrics enables the
morphing to evolve as rigidly as possible even under inevitable topology changes.
We voxelize the morphed measure Mt into VαMt by collecting the points with
histograms. Each point allocates its weight to the bin according to its position.
The histogram is then transformed to a volume. The discretization has to be
implemented with care to prevent aliasing. Here we first spread each point in
Mt to its eight neighbors on the grid. The weight also splits into eight according
to the distances between points. The histogram gathers weights of all points and
generates VαMt . M̂t=1 is used to query the color volume VcT for the corresponding
target colors. The color of each morphed point is blended between the source
color and target color. The morphed color volume VcMt is generated using a
histogram method similar to VαMt .

6

Results

We evaluate our method on real and synthetic datasets, including Synthetic–
NeRF [42], Synthetic–NSVF [37], Tanks&Temples [32] and BlendedMVS
[60]. Each datasets contains scenes with surrounded imaging and their camera
poses.
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Fig. 4. Morphing of scenes in Synthetic–NeRF. Each row shows a smooth transition
from the source (left) to the target (right).

Each scene may contain a number of objects, where the morphing between
scenes needs to divide or merge objects smoothly. Fig. 1 shows morphed images
from materials with different colors and reflections into a single microphone. The
top and bottom rows show the different views of the morph frozen at t = 0.3 and
t = 0.7. The rendering results are view-consistent, i.e., at the frozen moment,
the intermediate morph can be viewed as an actual coherent scene and exhibits
no conflicts across different views.

Fig. 5. Morphing of scenes in Synthetic–NSVF. Each row shows a smooth transition
from the source (left) to the target (right).

Fig. 4 shows morphing with scenes in Synthetic-NeRF. We demonstrate
smooth transitions between three different sets of source and target scenes.
Especially, in the middle row a lego truck morphs into a drum set, with very
complex detail. In Fig. 5, we show morphing results in Synthetic-NSVF. Due to
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the limitation of space, we provide more results of multiview rendering in videos
in the supplementary material.

Fig. 6. Morphing of scenes in BlendedMVS. All the rows exhibit the same transition,
while each row shows renderings under some view.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the morphing between ‘Statue’ and ‘Character’. Both
scenes are from BlendedMVS. The three rows represent the same transition
rendered in different viewpoints. Two people in the Statue gradually get close
to each other and merge into a single person. Also the scene becomes colorful,
from metallic texture into custom and makeup. Since the training images have
abundant specular lighting, resulting in noises and heavy shadows, we therefore
use thresholding and color distribution manipulation on the morphed volumes to
compensate the flaw.

Fig. 7. Morphing of scenes in Tanks&Temples. All the rows exhibit the same transition,
but in different views.

Fig. 7 shows transitions between ‘Caterpillar’ and ‘Truck’. Both scenes are
from Tanks&Temples. The two shapes are reconstructed with collected images,
under varying lighting conditions. The direct result has the floating noise around
the shapes. We use simple thresholding to remove the noise in the space of
the volume. Each row shows renderings of the transition under some view. The
morphs are view-consistent in each column. Each column relates to some blending
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Fig. 8. Morphing between real and synthetic scenes. We demonstrate view-consistent
morphing by rendering in three different views.

weight. In addition to morphing real scenes, we demonstrate morphing between
real and synthetic scenes. Fig. 8 shows the morphs from a real truck to synthetic
‘Spaceship’. Likewise, Fig. 9 interpolates between ‘Caterpillar’ and ‘Character’
from BlendedMVS. The real to synthetic scene morphing is achieved under our
normal setting.

Fig. 9. Morphing between real and synthetic scenes. The morphs are rendered with
three viewpoints, one in each row.

Limitations on real scenes. Our dual-flow multiview morphing is a modelfree method and therefore not restricted to specific data domains. Fig. 7 shows
the morphing between two real scenes, where our method generates reasonable
transitions between the two very dissimilar scenes. However, due to the lighting
changes across views, the rendered morphs contain more noise in comparison with
synthetic data. The quality of multiview morphing relies on the reconstructed
volumetric representations of the original scenes. Those reconstruction artifacts
tend to remain during the entire morphing process. Similar artifacts are observed
in Fig. 6, where the reflection of the surface affects the reconstruction.
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Comparisons with other approaches

We validate that our morph generation is geometry-aware in contrast to other
correspondence-free morphing algorithms. We compare our method with a 3Dbased method, Debiased Sinkhorn [26], and a 2D-based method, Deep Image
Analogy [16]. To compare with the 2D-based method, we use the optimized
volume of each scene to generate pose-aligned images as their input. NeRF’s
eight scenes are used for evaluation. We randomly sample camera poses from
the upper hemisphere for different scenes and render the morphs with varying
transition weights. For each transition, we use COLMAP to solve structure from
motion. As a result, 83.3% of the morphing images generated by our method are
successfully registered by COLMAP, which means our method can mostly render
3D consistent morphs. On the other hand, Debiased Sinkhorn [26] generates blur
images, resulting in poor reconstruction: Only 16.7% of its morphing images
can be successfully registered by COLMAP. Deep Image Analogy [16] generates
visually pleasing morphs, but it is not robust to view changes, as mentioned
in [47]: not surprisingly, no consistent 3D structure can be reconstructed.
6.3

Ablation study

We evaluate different aspects of our method, especially the effect of the RT flow
and the OT flow. We compare the rendering of direct optimal-transport morphing
with our rigid-transformation-enabled OT morphing. We also demonstrate the
effect when only one of the RT flow or the OT flow is applied.
Rigid transformation flow: As mentioned in [2, 14, 46], achieving as-rigid-aspossible transformation is an appealing property for morphing. The property
preserves the original shape during transition and thus helps to produce plausible
intermediate results. Unlike previous methods that generate meshes for deformation, here we formulate the rigid transformation as a flow in Wasserstein space.
Fig. 10 shows comparisons of transitions with or without the rigid transformation
flow. The first row shows renderings using our full model with both the RT
and OT flows. The second row shows renderings without the RT flow; only the
OT flow is used. It can be seen that morphing without the RT flow directly
moves each point toward the target and results in shattered rendering. Such an
effect is unsatisfactory as the edge of the plate falls into pieces. In contrast, our
method gradually transforms the plate so that the hotdog and the ficus have
their poses aligned. During transformation, the OT flow simultaneously performs
deformation in local regions so the texture can better resemble the target. We
also compare to the baseline, where no flows but simple blending is applied, as
shown in the third row. Morphing with cross-dissolve leads to ghost effects.
Optimal transport flow: Our flow composition method generates smooth
morphing by jointly performing rigid transformation and OT deformation. Here
we examine the effect when only one of the two flows is used. This can be
manipulated by the blending weight t in each flow. As previously shown in Fig. 3,
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Fig. 10. Comparisons between three morphing method. First row shows our dual-flow
morphing. Second row uses only OT flow. Third row use no flow, but simple blending.

we use only the RT flow in the first half of morphing, and the OT flow in the
second half. The source scene is on the left, and the subsequent three images are
only affected by the RT flow. We can see that the flow aligns the poses of the
source and target shapes. When the two scenes are fully aligned, the OT flow
deforms the hotdog into the ficus, as shown in the fifth and sixth images.

7

Conclusion

This paper introduces Multiview Regenerative Morphing—a new method that
integrates volume rendering and optimal transport to address a new task of
multiview image morphing. Our method can produce interesting morphing effects
that have not yet been demonstrated by previous image-based morphing methods.
From the multiview images of two category-agnostic scenes without predefined
correspondences, our method learns volumetric representations to render freeform morphs that can be visualized from arbitrary perspectives at any transition
moment. We decouple the morphing process into two flows in Wasserstein metrics:
one governs the rigid transformation and the other models the correspondences
and deformations. The two flows estimated via optimization then jointly provide
as-rigid-as-possible transformation under required topological and morphological
changes between the two shapes. Our method is fast in training; it takes less than
half an hour to learn the morphing renderer from both scenes, which otherwise
might need 30x longer time if learned by typical neural rendering methods. The
learned morphing renderer can readily generate on-the-fly multiview morphs
showcasing new visual effects.
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